MGCSA CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

Championship Flight (Gross)

JEFF FINN, NEW PRAGUE 79
NORMA O'LEYA, SILVER BAY GC 80
BRIAN BROWN, CHISAGO LAKES GC 81
SHANE ANDREWS, MTI DISTRIBUTING 81
JUD CRIST, ENGER / LESTER PARK GC 82
JACOB KOSAC, PRESTWICK GC 83
WAYDE WEST, HOYT LAKES GC 83
BILL BROOKS, ROSE LAKE GC 83
LEIF ERICKSON, ROCHESTER PARKS 85
DAVID JOHNSON, RICH SPRING GC 86
JAMIE OLSEN, HELENA CHEMICAL CO. 87
GRANT BLUMREICH, MIDLAND HILLS 88
DEAN WOJCZAK, WHISPERING PINES 88
DONNACHA O'CONNOR, ALEXANDRIA 89
TRACY PEARSON, LESTER PARK 90
DAVID NEWINISKI, HERFORT NORBY 90
TOM PROSHEK, BRACKETT'S CROSSING 96
MIKE BROWER, MINNESOTA VALLEY CC 97
JEFF SCHMIDT, REINDERS, INC 103
TROY LANG, MINNESOTA VALLEY CC 108

Winner of the Callaway Flight was Jeff Meredith, Forest Hills GC, left, with runner-up Tom Hojfer, Dacotah Ridge GC.

First Flight (Net)

FRED R. ANDERSON, REINDERS, INC. 73
NICK FOLK, THE MINIKAHDA CLUB 73
JAMES BADE, SOMERSET CC 75
HARLEY ESTED, FIDDLISTIX GC 76
BRETT WENZEL, KELLER GC 77
JEFF JOHNSON, THE MINIKAHDA CLUB 77
JEREMY STAFFNE, MTI DISTRIBUTING, 77
CHARLIE MILLER, GOODRICH GC 77
GREG PAULUS, PONDS AT BATTLE CREEK 77
PAUL DEGNIAU, CGCS, KELLER GC 78
LARRY GORMAN, GREEN IMAGE 78
JAMIE BEZANSON, PRESTWICK GC 79
CHAD SNUGGERUD, RIVER OAKS GC 80
JOE LEVOIR, NORTHLAND CC 80
BRANDON SCHINDELE, EDINA CC 80
JON ALMQVIST, MTI DISTRIBUTING 81

DULUTH’S NORTHLAND COUNTRY CLUB provided spectacular views of Lake Superior. Pictured above is the 13th hole. Host Superintendent Chris Tritabaugh and his staff presented one of Minnesota’s most famous courses in terrific condition.

Event Winners at Northland

Bill Brooks, Rose Lake GC, with Bob Atal, Braemer GC. Bill was a closest-to-the-pin winner and Bob sank the longest putt.

DULUTH'S NORTHLAND COUNTRY CLUB

Robby Tripp, Northland CC 82
Scott Melling, Par Aide Products 83
Brian Horgan, U of Minnesota 83
Ben Just, Midland Hills CC 84
Mike Knode, Oakdale GC 86
Dave Kazmierczak, CGCS, Prestwick 86
Aaron Johnson, Valient 86
Cary Ferbrite, MTI Distributing, Inc. 87
John Meyer, Agrotain Int'l 87
Kerry Anderson, Valient 89
Rick Traver, CGCS, Monticello CC 91
Rob Adams, The Ponds at Battle Creek 92
Marlow Hansen, Forest Hills GC 92
Bill Larson, CGCS, Town & CC 93
Kyle Schaefeler, Oakdale GC 103

(More results on Page 16)

Midwest Landscapes

6221 Oakwood Ave. NE
Otsego, MN 55330
763.241.1320

www.midwestlandscapes.com

Slightly blemished trees
$50.00-$130.00 (nice trees)

Many Maple varieties 1.5" to 4.0"

For 20+ trees, pay an extra $20.00 per tree, & we’ll auger the holes

1000’s of #1 trees also available
(In ground or above ground)

Flowering Shrubs & Perennials

All trees are dript irrigated & fertilized in the field

38 years of growing experience
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